NSW Police Force is committed to better practice in the development, implementation and evaluation of its Corruption Resistance Plans to support effective management, governance, and to assist understanding and compliance. This includes consistent and transparent processes for developing, approving, implementing and reviewing NSW Police Force Corruption Resistance Plans.

To assist in the identification and treatment of corruption risks, commands must use the NSW Police Force Guidelines for Local Corruption Resistance Planning.

**Our commitment is to ensure that NSW Police Force:**

- commands undertake an annual **corruption resistance planning** exercise to identify significant corruption and misconduct risks that may affect specific roles, duty types, locations or length of service
- commands address corruption and serious misconduct risks not fully managed through corporate policies or processes
- local corruption resistance planning processes are fully documented and auditable (including identified risks that due to effective management via policy or other processes are not addressed in the command's Local Corruption Resistance Plan)
- staff responsible for the implementation of treatment strategies are well informed of their responsibilities, implementation timeframes and measurement of outcomes
- commands ensure locally identified corruption risks and associated treatment strategies are effectively communicated to staff and staff know their responsibilities
- local Corruption Resistance Plans are reviewed on an ongoing basis and annually to ascertain effectiveness and to comply with the corporate compliance instruments.

**The following principles underpin this policy statement:**

- Integrity
- Responsibility
- Accountability
- Effective communication.
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